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- THE BEST THAT TASMANIA HAS TO OFFER -

Well hey there!
Thank you so much for picking up
issue 7 of Pure Bride. I’m Anna and this
is my first issue as the new Managing
Director & Editor of Pure Bride. What a
rollercoaster year it has been!
Pure Bride is about celebrating the
adventurous and unconventional, the
unique and the unknown. I believe that
weddings can be the most beautiful
celebration of YOU, exactly as you are.
We don’t want to tell you how you need
to plan your wedding or how much
you need to spend- it’s about inspiring
you with endless possibilities about
the amazing locations, suppliers and
creatives we have on our little island,
that can help you create those special
memories. Whether you’re eloping with
your two best friends or having a full
paddock festival wedding, at the end
of the day we’re here to celebrate love,
and nothing is more beautiful than
that.
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I wanted to create something truly
special for Tasmania this year, to show
off just how good we have it and give
you the ultimate inspiration guide.
You’ll see by flicking through these
pages that we have done just thatfrom featuring local gins and jewels,

to remote romantic locations and
hideaways, to jamming in more real
weddings than ever before.
I have a small network of collaborators
and creatives from the industry that
have helped me put this publication
together. I’ve been overwhelmed by
their generosity, their passion and
enthusiasm. It’s been an absolute
pleasure to work with them, so a big
warm thank you to all of those special
people. And for everyone in fact who
has taken time to help me in this
journey so far, I’ve been truly touched.
We’ve also been busy revamping our
Expo this year, and have been growing
our Online Directory (if you’re in
serious planning mode, it’s definitely
worth a bookmark). As we come
into 2020, we’ll be thinking of more
beautiful ways to keep growing Pure
Bride, and I am already looking forward
to bringing you our next issue.
Big Hugs,
xo
Anna Cretan
Managing Director & Editor
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THE
LATEST
We’ve been keeping an eye on the best Airbnbs
in Tasmania, that could be that perfect prewedding getaway with friends, a mini honeymoon
destination, an elopement venue, or that first
anniversary romantic hideaway.

So, you’re engaged. Congratulations!
Before you get too overwhelmed, we’ve
done the scrolling and searching to bring
you the best Instagram accounts for the
adventurous bride.

Saltwater Sunrise, Falmouth Tasmania
@saltwater.sunrise

@_anti_bride

Whether you are after a peaceful hideaway or a
romantic getaway, Saltwater Estate’s Luxury Spa
Villa is one pretty picture perfect place to relax.
With spectacular unsurpassed views of one of the
prettiest parts of Tasmania’s coastline, you won’t
want to leave this private sanctuary.
Porky Retreats, King Island
@kingislandescapes
Immerse yourself in the luxury of this 4 bedroom
coastal retreat with private access to a secluded
sandy beach. Relish in the privacy and pristine
surrounds, in their warm and inviting timber hot
tub or traditional cedar barrel sauna to watch the
sunset over the Great Southern Ocean.
Cressy House
@Cressyhouseestate
Step back in time at Cressy House, just 25
minutes south of Launceston in the little town
of Longford. Whilst it’s still a working farm of
over 1000 hectares, you’ll only be required to sit
back and admire the sun setting over the Great
Western Tiers by the wood fire, or from the free
standing bath. Perfect for that proper downtime,
and definitely on our to-visit list.

As the name suggests, this account is
a must for those willing to make their
own trends. They’ve just opened their
online store in March 2019, bringing you
Australian designed and ethically made
pieces that can be worn well beyond the
wedding day. Definitely worth a peak.
@festivalbrides
Festival_brides is a UK swoon-worthy
account will have you dreaming all things
bohemian. From throwing a festival
wedding on a farm with bright florals, to
an intimate blush bohemian elopement
on a beach, this page will help bring your
wedding vision to life. Free-spirited brides,
bookmark this blog page!
@letsgodare
Want some local travel tips ff the beaten
track? Follow the adventures of this little
family around Tassie in their renovated
1985 Jayco camper & Land Rover Bus.
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The Art of
Becoming A
Balanced Bride

Learn how mindfulness
can help you cultivate a
balanced state of mind and
shift your perspective from
bridezilla to bride-chiller
ahead of your wedding day.
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words by Sam Bailey

Once upon a time, a bride-to-be faced
the overwhelming task of planning a
wedding all on her own while busting
her body to fit in the ‘perfect wedding
dress.’ It was around this same time
the birth of the infamous ‘bridezilla’
term was born.
While prince charming had the sweet
end of the deal, tasting cakes and
sorting out the ring, the wife-to-be
often had the task of ‘doing it all’ while
attempting to seem like she ‘had it
all together...’ but in reality suffered
regular meltdowns and barked orders
to anyone who walked her way.
Sound familiar? As a woman soon
to be wed, it’s only natural to panic
about ‘the perfect’ day, as for most
of us, it’s our every childhood dream
realised. But who says it needs to be a
negative?
What if you can rewrite the fairytale
and become a more balanced bride?
Rather than seeing it as stressful,

can it become special? Rather
than perfection, can you aspire for
acceptance? And rather than torturing
your body, can you choose to honour
it?
Well, it turns out you don’t need a fairy
godmother, it’s as simple as practicing
mindfulness.
A modern day ailment for everything,
mindfulness is a practise that simply
asks you to become aware of how you
are feeling in the present moment.
As you place your attention on the
emotions arising, you are able to
accept them and work towards finding
a state of equilibrium again.
Makes sense right? But first, let’s
talk more about the science-backed
evidence behind it and why it’s not
only the simplest way to maintain calm
ahead of the big day but why it’s worth
practising in the long term.

Mindful bride, mindful life
Take a moment to close your eyes
and ask yourself: how you would like
to feel on your wedding day? Loving,
joyful, grateful, connected, calm,
open? Maybe all of the above? Well,
according to science, mindfulness is
the most simple way to achieve your
desired state of mind, and in the least
amount of time.
Studies show mindfulness-based
interventions are proven to enhance
the brain regions associated with
regulating emotion and attention,
which as a result can reduce stress,
cultivate resilience, help us process
emotions with greater ease and even
strengthen relationships. mindfulness
that involved journaling.
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In fact, a study from the University
of Auckland found when those in
relationships practised a form of
mindfulness that involved journaling
their feelings and noting moments
of conflict that arose, they were able
to become aware of their internal
versus external reality, and as a result,
minimise conflict and stabilise the
relationship when things began to get
rocky.
Outside of enhancing relationships,
mindfulness is an effective way to
find the calm in everyday and switch
into chill mode whenever those
uncomfortable discussions arise. The
best part of it all? It’s a tool that can be
used at any given moment!

Becoming mindful
Beginning with a simple word association game, what comes up when you hear
the words: wedding dress? Is it weight loss and gym schedules or a curse to
yourself because you caved to carbs yesterday? Whatever it is, take a moment
to acknowledge it (outloud if it helps), notice how your body feels, breathe in,
breathe out and come back to the present. If your mind wandered that’s okay,
just take a moment to breathe, know whatever you felt is entirely natural, then
become present once more.
And that is mindfulness in a nutshell. The beauty of the practice lies in the fact
that by just becoming aware of how you’re feeling, your ability to handle stress
becomes much more manageable and you are able to approach it with more
ease (and yes that includes being able to say no to your mother-in-law).
Mindfulness practises
For easy ways to integrate the practice into everyday life, switch into zen bride
mode, beat the pre-wedding jitters and thread a little mindfulness into your
marriage and life, read on for simple tools.
Get appy
Download an app that offers guided mindfulness meditation such as Insight
timer, Headspace or Calm — for a practise you can do in just 5-10 minutes.
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Om it out
Prefer stretching rather than sitting in stillness? Book in that yoga class! Science
has found 25 minutes of hatha yoga has the same mood boosting effects as
mindfulness meditation.
Gravitate to nature
Get outside, go for a walk or do some gardening. Spending time in nature is
proven to naturally enhance mindfulness and wellbeing.
Give thanks
Be it in a journal, out loud or in a thank you note, practising gratitude is an easy
way to bring your attention to the moment and as a result you become more
grateful and feel good too!

A wedding at Mona is not quickly forgotten
(unless the negronis get hold of you)
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MONA

mona.net.au

functions@mona.net.au

Artwork: Spectrum Chamber, 2018, Charles Ross
Photo: Cassie Sullivan

Isolated, intimate,
indescribably romantic, one
of the West coast’s hidden
gems...
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Captain’s Rest
Location / Captains Rest, Strahan Tasmania
Photographer / Cassie Sullivan
Makeup Artist / Erin Jarman Mobile Makeup Artist
Flowers / Pollen and twine

Custom Couture Gown / FRAHN Bridal, Hobart
Earrings/ Nicole Viney Jewellery
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Gown / “Jaycee“ Gown by Willowby, from Luxe Hobart
Necklaces / Nicole Viney Jewellery
Wool Throw and Hat / Will and Bear. from Three Twigs, Cygnet
Studs / Northofagus Collection, Claudia Jewellers
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Gown / “Harmony“ Gown by Willowby, and stolle from Luxe Hobart
Ring / Killiecrankie diamond “Luna” Ring in rose gold, from the Furneaux
Collection by Claudia Jewellers
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Why Wellness Is
Worth Weaving
Into Your Wedding
Budget....
Discover how the health benefits
of a ‘wellness’ infused wedding
can lead to a happily ever after
in the long-term.

words by Sam Bailey
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Think wedding day and tend to think: stress, slaving
away at the gym and a house wine hangover? What
if weaving wellness elements into the wedding
could contribute to a happier, healthier day, calm
wedding jitters, alleviate stress and set you up for a
successful marriage?
Well, you can. With well-known yogis, nutritionists
and influencers now sharing glimpses into their
‘woke’ weddings —complete with kombucha and
yoga practises — the dawn of a new wedding era is
here, and it couldn’t come at a more welcome time.
Currently, Australian millennials are said to be the
most stressed and unhappy in the world, according
to a Deloitte survey. But, in good news, we are also
the biggest spenders when it comes to our health,
with a report finding Aussie millennials spend at
least $1,020 a year on fitness, and five per cent of
us, up to $3600.
With the average wedding said to cost around
$36,000, according to a Moneysmart survey, and
$18,683 spent on food, alcohol and a venue alone,
it begs the question: why are we not budgeting in

wellness already? To help inspire you, read on for
what a wellness infused wedding could look like.

bag with a beautiful towel, coffee body scrub and
supplements along with a few extra goodies.”

What A Wellness Wedding Looks Like

Morning yoga
“Every day in Thailand we started with a guided
morning yoga session.”

Jess Sepel, Sydney nutritionist and author of
cookbook ‘The Healthy Life’ hosted a dreamy
wellness infused wedding in Thailand and believes it
was the best thing she ever did.
“I wanted it to be a beautiful week for our friends
and family while still being a ‘healthy’ wedding,”
says Sepel. “As a nutritionist, serving nourishing
food was important, so we had an incredible mix of
healthy salads and Thai cuisine, but our guests were
certainly not deprived, they still drank and danced
night away!”
Outside a nutritionist approved menu, Sepel also
wove wellness experiences and practises throughout
her entire wedding week. Read on for a sneak peek,
as shared with Pure Bride.
Healthy gift bags
“Upon arrival, guests were given a healthy gift

Nourishing breakfasts
“I had the hotel make recipes from my book The
Healthy Life including a gluten-free bircher muesli,
banana date muffins, sugar-free granola and cacao
coconut bliss balls as well as having a juice bar and
health tonics we could shot! My guests loved it!”
Day spa
“One of the days, my girlfriends and I headed
off to an incredible day spa for a blissful day of
pampering.”
What To Budget For
While every wedding will have its own vibe, here are
a few modern to thread wellness into your budget to
boost health and happiness levels on the big day.

BEFORE THE BIG DAY
Meditation
Mindful bride, mindful life! Before the
‘too busy’ excuse sets in, download
a guided meditation app such as
Calm or Headspace ($70-90 per
year) and practise mindfulness in
those moments between (like a
morning commute). Prefer to make it a
conscious couple experience? Book in
for a mindfulness meditation course at
Hobart Breathing Space, it runs for 10
weeks and costs $110.
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Fitness
Be it personal training or a gym
membership, for shifting weight or just
reducing stress, fitness is something
that will inevitably be a part of your
wedding, so make sure to factor it into
your wellness budget (with at least
three months in mind).For personal
training, expect to pay at least $100
per session (approximately $1200 for
twelve weeks, at once a week) or for a
yoga or gym membership the average
for group classes can range from $3070 per week (anywhere from $360$840 for twelve weeks).
Health tonics
Prevent the risk of wedding day flu,
skin breakouts or unexpected anxiety,
by being proactive and investing in
natural tonics that will keep your
body in check. For glowing skin, add
collagen powder into smoothies, for
immunity add turmeric, ginger and

garlic to meals and for anxiety relief,
mix ashwagandha or reishi in an
evening hot cacao.
Health hens parties
Hazy memories something you’d rather
not have? Forgo the fromage table
and retreat on a weekend of wellness
instead. As home to some of the
most beautiful hikes in the world, why
not spend a day getting ‘wild’ in Tas,
breathing in the therapeutic benefits
of nature with an East Coast hike (or
weekend away!).
Or for a urban retreat closer to
home, try a kundalini tantra class
(said to arouse your inner ‘kundalini’
energy) at Alceme, or for a cheekier
experience, take your hens to a tantra
sex workshop. For a private workshop,
try Sacred Alchemy—who workshops in
‘Sacred Sexuality’ and ‘Yoni Mapping
Therapy.’
Couple counselling
Rather than letting a controlling
mother-in-law or differing taste
in music get the better of your
relationship, become a ‘conscious
couple’ and choose to invest in your
relationship by seeing a couples
therapist in the weeks leading up to
the wedding. By spending the money,
it will not only be an act in prioritising
the wellness of your relationship, but
be money well spent in the long-term
(divorces aren’t cheap!).

THE WEDDING DAY

POST-WEDDING

Conscious catering
Generic house wine, so outdated! Get
conscious about what you’re serving
opt for organic or biodynamic wine
(think less additives and less odds
of a hangover!) along with alcoholfree experiences such as a juice bar
with bespoke blends, gut-friendly
kombucha or a sexy hot chocolate
with a twist, offering an evening elixir
of cacao, cinnamon and a hint of chilli,
sure to get everyone in the mood!…’.

Vitamin infusions
Want to win wedding of the year? Why
not go big Sofia Vergara style and
host a recovery party with IV vitamin
infusions? A fast way to rehydrate and
boost the body with vital nutrients, it’s
sure to be a crowd favourite and make
the honeymoon transition all the more
sweeter. To source an IV in Tas, speak
with a local medical centre that offers
IV infusions and ask if you can hire as a
private service with a call-out fee.
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Country Charm
Charm inin the
the City
City
Country
www.stonesthrowlaunceston.com.au
www.stonesthrowlaunceston.com.au
55 Sandown Rd, Norwood TAS
55 Sandown Rd, Norwood TAS
03 6344 3691
03 6344 3691
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https://www.sophiemcdermottmakeupartist.com/
@sophie.mcdermott.mua
303smcd@gmail.com

Pure Bride’s 2019
Product Guide
A selection of the latest and greatest
Tasmanian products, that may add a
special touch to your day...
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Ocean Gin
Southern Wild Distillery produces this
Ocean Gin, from the pristine waters of
the Dasher and Fisher Rivers in NorthWest Tasmania. As refreshing as ocean
spray, we think it’s a very special drop.
Also keep an eye out for their Meadow
Gin and Mountain Gin. From $90 for
700ml.
Beauty Products
Spoil yourselves in the lead-up to your
big day with these His & Hers packs
from Freya’s Nourishment. The Odin
pack for men includes Shave Oil, Hand
Rescue Scrub and Muscle Soak ($75).
The Freya pack for women includes a
Lavender and Frankincense Foot and
Bath Salts ($13), Rejuvenating Facial
Oil ($40) and a Rose Hand Scrub ($32).

Made with Tasmanian ingredients, we
can assure you these are
truly divine.
DIY
Turn to page 57 for our DIY tutorial on
how to make these sleeping masks for
you and your best gal pals.
Pearls
After a statement piece? This stunning
freshwater pearl necklace made by
Tasmanian designer Angela Blake is
part of the Maxima Collection at Henry
Jones Design (from $619).
Stationary
Custom designed nametags produced
by Blancc Creative.
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Lingerie
Intimo stylist Tess Rival-Quinn can
provide you with the perfect bridal
lingerie, such as this set from the
Opulence range. Contour bra available
from $95, and briefs $52.50.
Fizz
Blushing Lady is Tasmania’s newest
party drink on the scene. A fushion
of apples, cherries and pinot grapes,
pretty fizzy will be sure to be the
highlight of your party. Available via
Winemaking Tasmania.
Earrings
Francesca’s bridal range never fails to
inspire. These Buchanan earrings are
currently available from $449.
Bracelets
After a gift for your lovely bridesmaids
or flower girls? Francesca’s stack
bracelets can easily be customised to

your colour palette. Add a Tasmania
charm for a more unique momento.
Starting from $49
Stationary
Placecards and table numbers custom
designed and produced by Blancc
Creative. We are loving these blush
tones and minimal lines.
Candles
Spice & Oak’s local handmade soy
candles are a great gift or favour idea,
topped off with custom name tags.
Check prices via instagram at
@spice&oak
Treats
These Learne macaroons from Sweet
Envy are filled with chocolate ganache
and passionfruit curd, and are a
delicious alternative sweet ending, or
party favour.
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Bow Ties
We love these Tasmanian timber bow
ties made by Edwoods, from furniture
timber offcuts. Choose a fabric (or
provide your own), and get a matching
set of cufflinks while you’re at it.
Available in both large and small sizes
(for kids and furry friends!) you’ll find
Ted down at Salamanca Market.
Tablewear
This gorgeous tablescape is styled by
HoneyFig, one of the newest pop-up
styling businesses for small parties
and weddings, to proposals and
elopements.

Rings
Killiecrankies are a uniquely
Tasmanian topaz, commonly found on
Flinders Island and other north-east
areas of the state.
Lanique Designs creates gorgeous
sparkly rings from Cygnet. From top
to bottom: Blue Killiecrankie ring
$979, White diamond band $915, Blue
Killiecrankie Topaz ring, $938, Single
White Diamond Brushed ring, $950.
Fizz
Clover Hill Vintage Brut beautifully
captures the essence of cool-climate
Tasmanian sparkling, and is a perfect
celebratory drop. From $45 for a
750ml bottle.
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Confetti
This dried floral confetti from Sweet Nothing
Events Hire in Penguin (North-West Tasmania) is
sure to brighten up your ceremony. Eco-friendly
and customisable to your colour scheme, it
smells absolutely incredible.
Tea
Poet Tea Atelier is a Hobart business creating
beautiful teas using the finest organic tea leaves
from Sri Lanka. Use their loose leaf varieties
to make your own individual wedding favours!
We particularly love their Rose Green, featuring
organic green tea leaves and rose petals ($14.95).
Gin
Apothecary Gin is made by Killara Distillery in
Hobart, and contains hints of juniper and citrus.
It is available from selected bottleshops, or $65
online (plus shipping).
Candles
These candles by Peppamint are made in
Longford Tasmania, and are a special gift for a
friend- or to yourself! Available in tins and jars
from selected gift stores around the state.
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Shoes
We are lusting over these Miista Nicole Bottle
Green Velvet Mid-Heels, perfect for those chilly
evenings. Available at Coco Shoes in Sandy Bay,
from $320.
Earrings
Handmade in Launceston, Liona Lee Designs
create funky, modern acrylic earrings in all
shapes and sizes. These two pairs are just a
couple of our favourites- from left, Lorde ($50)
and Quinn ($40).
Donuts
Need to sweeten a crowd? Look no further
than Queens Pastry in Hobart @queenspastry
for am amazing selection of donuts and other
freshly baked goods. Perfect as a wedding cake
alternative, or even for breakfast the morning
after.
Gin
Nonesuch Sloe Gin, made in South East Tasmania
from $69 for 500ml.
Bowl
Custom resin bowl and hanging birds made
by Nanwoo from your bouquet- what a way to
preserve your wedding flowers!
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Treats
How lovely are these cookies by Scrumptious by
Sophie? Be sure to check out her custom cakes
and treats on instagram @scrumptiousbysophie.
Gin
McHenry’s Butterfly Gin contains Butterfly
Pea Flower extract, a natural botanical that
transforms from deep Asiatic blue to an alluring
pink with the addition of tonic water. A party
drink sure to impress! Available in 700ml from
bottleshops or online from $85.
Flower Clip
DIY flower clip tutorial can be found on page
56. We particularly love seeing them with dried
flowers, as it can be a lasting momento of your
day.
Stationary
Placecards and stationary custom designed and
produced by Blancc Creative.
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The Pro Print Lab are specialists in
memory keeping. From beautiful
photo prints, to high quality albums
and custom keepsakes.
To begin preserving your special day
in print, contact Kate & Harley at
theproprintlab@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/coraltealflowers
Insta: @coralandtealflowers
e: coralandtealflowers@gmail.com
t: 0438 340 329

Pure Bride readers can enjoy
10% off all orders using the code
purebride10
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EVENT STYLING FOR ALL OCCASIONS
email:

info@styledbyus.net web: styledbyus.net

phone:

0407 457 887

The
Language
Of Love

Learn how to strengthen
your relationship and speak
right to the heart of your
true love by learning the five
fundamental
love languages.
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Image: Sophie Sullivan

words by Sam Bailey

Love - we look for it, we dream of
it and often fall in love with it long
before our soulmate comes along,
so naturally when we find it, we fall
head over heels...and hard. Logic falls
away, and just like a drug, we become
hooked on how good it makes us feel.
But what about after, when you’re
shacked up, soon to be wed and
navigating daily life together?
Suddenly, those four little letters
become one big word and an entire
lifetime of learning what it means to
love and be loved.
Take that iconic scene in the film
Notting Hill, you know where Julia
Roberts stands in front of Hugh Grant
and says boldy to him: ‘Don’t forget,
I’m just a girl, standing in front of a boy
asking him to love her?’
A cinematic moment that stole our
hearts forever, it’s also the age old
tale of our time. Girl states out loud
what she needs to feel loved, boy then
swoops in to declare his love in the
form of bold actions, after some subtle

(or not so subtle) prompting.
Sound familiar? For lovebirds
immersed in the throngs of love, it’s
easy to presume you are fluent in it,
after all, you murmur the three little
words to each other every day, so by
all standard societal conventions, you
‘get’ love. But, do you really?
What if the language of love is much
more complicated than that? Perhaps
your partner speaks an entirely
different dialect? In India, it’s said
there are over 19,500 languages and
dialects spoken in just one country,
so as humans why is our default to
presume we all wish to be loved the
same way?
Cue the ‘5 Love Languages.’ A concept
coined by Dr Gary Chapman, The
5 Love Languages has gone on to
become a number one best selling
book around the world thanks to its
ability to summarise so succinctly the
five fundamental ways people wish to
receive love.

At its core, the concept recognises
we’re all different, biologically we each
have our own unique genetic makeup,
cultural upbringing, personality quirks
and body language cues which all work
together to create our own love imprint
or ‘way we wish to be loved.’
Chapman believes for all of us, love is
at the epicentre of our very existence,
it’s what drives us, fulfils us and makes
us feel good, which is why it’s so
fundamental to be fluent in.
“Nothing has the potential for
strengthening one’s sense of wellbeing
more effectively than loving and
being loved. [As humans] our deepest
emotional need is to feel loved and
your greatest successes will be
obtained by loving others,” says
Chapman.
Within the book, Chapman says there
are two stages of love: being ‘in love’ (a
fleeting, obsessive love) and ‘covenant
love’ (a lifetime love) and in order
to achieve covenant love one must
understand the languages of love and

how another wishes to be loved.
Here’s the catch though: while we
can receive all five forms of love, if
we don’t receive our primary love
language, we will not feel loved. And
often we fall into the trap of inherently
speaking with our preferred love
language and presume that everyone
else (be it partner, friend or family
member) speaks the same.
Love just got much more complicated,
no? But it doesn’t have to be! By
learning the ‘5 Love Languages’ ahead
of your wedding day, you can set your
relationship up for long term success
and everlasting, covenant love.
To help, we’ve created a short quiz to
help you identify your love language
(and your fiances!) and gathered some
inspiring insights from a relationship
expert and current loved-up couples
who are now fluent in the language(s)
of love.
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WHAT LOVE
LANGUAGE
ARE YOU?
Answer the following questions to
find out which love language you are
most aligned with.
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1.
If you were
to describe
yourself in one
of the below
statements:
a) Practical, resourceful, straight forward.
b) Romantic, idealistic, creative.
c) Thoughtful, low key, activity oriented.
d) Fit, playful, adventurous.
e) Sentimental, fashion conscious, mysterious.

2.
Your dream
‘date night’
would involve:
a) Lazing on the couch in your pjs while your
partner cooks for you.
b) A romantic dinner spent staring into each
others eyes and whispering sweet nothings.
c) A whole day together in nature, hiking or chilling
at the beach.
d) Spooning on the couch and then sneaking off
to bed early…
e) A night at the hottest wine bar, all expenses
paid (including a new dress and shoes).

4.
The best way to
communicate
with you is:
a) Through actions...clean the house and I’m
yours!
b) Sending you a quote of the day.
c) By carving out a set time in your diary.
d) Kissing and hugging you first, always.
e) Bringing home a bunch of your favourite
flowers.

3.
For your
anniversary,
you’d prefer
your partner to:
a) Bring you breakfast in bed and then help you
catch up on life admin.
b) Write you a heartfelt card or a sweet
unexpected email.
c) Not make a fuss and just make an effort to
leave work early and be home with you.
d) Take you to the movies so you can hold hands
and make out like teenagers.
e) Pre-order your favourite dessert and surprise
you with it!

5.
Your dream house
would look like:
a) A modern apartment with minimal decor, loads of
storage and a degree of self sufficiency.
b) The white picket fence filled with sentimental
heirlooms and framed quotes.
c) A cottage that is cosy enough, has a small garden to
potter around in and a decent kitchen.
d) A LA style pad complete with a state-of-the-art home
gym, a king size bed and jacuzzi.
e) A mansion with carefully curated furniture and art from
all your favourite places around the world.
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YOUR LOVE
LANGUAGE IS...
Mostly A’s Acts of service
Cleaning the house has never been sexier! A
partner who helps around the house and does the
taxes voluntarily with a ‘I got this babe’ attitude,
will well and truly win your heart. For you, sweet
talking will get them nowhere, actions ALWAYS
speak louder than words.
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Mostly D’s Physical Touch
‘Let’s get physical’ by Olivia Newtown John is your
jam. Be it PDAs, spooning on the couch or a good
morning kiss, to you there’s no such thing as
‘hands off.’ Affection is how you feel close to your
partner. Cold body language leaves you feeling
disconnected, it’s all about that tender loving
touch.

Mostly B’sWords of
affirmation
Bold declarations of love are your bag! Be it compliments,
‘I love you’ or mushy insta-captions, a lover who speak
kind words will leave you swooning. When spoken to
negatively it really hurts you, so to feel cherished, outloud
words of praise mean everything.

Mostly C’s Quality time
A night in nestled up with bae is what matters the
most. Whether it’s a morning coffee in bed or a
slow Sunday walk, you’re all about quality time. To
clear space in their schedule to be with you is a
serious turn on, whereas distractions and halflistening will not fly. To feel appreciated you need
their undivided attention, always.

Mostly E’s Receiving Gifts
A rare antique brought back from a weekend away
together or blooms on a random weekday, thoughtful gifts
fill you with gratitude and warm your heart. Birthdays and
Valentines Day are a given, but any day a gift presents,
you will feel cared for. A generic gift voucher will feel
highly insensitive though, so to be loved your partner
needs to know just what to give you.

WHAT WAS
YOUR LOVE
LANGUAGE?

Learning to speak a new language

Get literal

The results are in...and you speak entirely
different languages! What’s a couple to do? Learn
how to become bilingual, obviously! To help,
Cindy Aulby, a Hobart-based couple counsellor
at Journey To The Heart shares her advice on how
to strengthen your bond and become open to
speaking your partner’s love language.

“The love languages are a great framework for
teaching us how we show our love and how the
other receives it,” says Aulby. “I would emphasise
being using literal language when communicating
your love language, as much of the work I do with
couples is about interpreting and translating,
especially in heterosexual relationships..We tend
to speak very different languages, even if English
is our main one!”

Accept them as they are
“Every person offers us his or her reality – they are
who they are and they are living their life the best
they can,” says Aulby. “We often become good
at fighting each other’s reality because we think
we can see how someone could do better but we
must accept them they are, be willing to let the
crappy bits be there as well as the beloved bits.”
Let go of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’
“We have grown up in a world where if two things
conflict, its presumed one is ‘right’ and one is
‘wrong.’ When we’re little, ‘wrong’ often meant
you are a bad person or unloveable,” explains
Aulby. “Begin to untangle this conditioning and
acknowledge differences are good. Two very
different ways can both be right. Being in a
relationship does not mean always agreeing but
instead allowing different perspectives to both be
right.”
Greet conflict with curiosity
“The primary cause of conflict is often we don’t
understand enough about the other person’s
inner world. Conflict is always a result of trying to
heal something within and the issue being argued
is rarely the core of the problem,” says Aulby. “To
acknowledge conflict with curiosity perhaps say–
‘Wow, is that how you see it? That’s so different
to how I see it...!’ as this allows conflicting
perspectives to both be right.”
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Lessons
In Love,
From
Fluent
Lovers.

“My love languages are words of
affirmation and quality time, while
Matt’s are acts of service and quality
time. Since learning each others, we
realise we don’t spend enough quality
time together and have adapted a lot.
Matt now appreciates what I do, like a
‘thanks for organising the party’ and I
make his lunch,” says Rachel. “It can
be tricky as it means getting over what
I think is giving love and realise I need
to give love how Matt likes to receive
it...but ultimately I now realise for us
to be happy in our relationship I must
honour his love language!” - Rachel,
Sandy Bay.
“My fella and I are lucky to both value
physical touch and quality time.
However ‘words of affirmation’ comes
up higher for him so I now make sure
to tell him how I'm feeling and have
open communication, because usually
when we stop that’s when we end up
in a spat,” says Daisy. “But outside of
that, because we both rate physical
touch, you'll usually find us holding
hands (it's not all about shagging!!) as
we know that's really important to both
of us, we don't have to try though, it
just happens.” - Daisy, Mt Nelson.
“We’re both acts of service and quality
time, which means while it makes
loving each other easy it can still cause
conflict,” says Jo. “As we live together
and spend down-time together, finding
balance can be difficult, but we've
learned to enjoy our own company
whilst together i.e. reading our own
books or I cook while he constructs
DIY projects. I did discover though,
he values gift and as a non gift-giving
couple it opened a discussion about

whether we give small gifts now
moving forward, which we now will and
see how it goes.” - Jo, North Hobart.
“In our relationship, my love languages
are words of affirmation and acts
of service while my partner Ben is
acts of service and quality time. It
was interesting as I realised I show
love with gifts, so I used to buy him
watches etc, but after learning his
I realised I was not catering to his
needs!” says Fiona. “Now, I go out of
my way to be present and I cook him
dinner which he appreciates so much
more. Likewise he doesn’t naturally
give words of affirmation, so I generally
remind him of this now and then!” Fiona, Howrah.
“I’m all about quality time and acts of
service, whereas Alex prefers words
of affirmation and physical touch.
Until the quiz I didn’t realise how much
acts of service matter and it opened
my eyes to what I need - until you
know, you don’t know what to ask
for,” says Elle. “We accept that we
are different people so now I know he
needs affection and to hear how I’m
feeling so I go out of my way to do that
for him, while he knows I appreciate
time with just him, so he turns off his
work emails or will book us a weekend
away.” - Elle, Taroona
To learn more about the 5 Love
Languages, complete the original quiz
on 5lovelanguages.com or purchase
the book, Strand Books, $13.99 US.
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Timeless
Photography:
A unique way to
remember your
dress from the
big day.

Tasmanian artist Meg Cowell
is becoming well known for
her enchanting wedding
dress photography.
Through submerging each
dress in fresh water, she
creates a stunning life-long
piece of contemporary art
that we think are the perfect
wedding keepsake.
We take 5 with her to find
out more about her process…
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What do your clients say they love
most about what you do?

What are couples often surprised to
learn?

People really respond to the magic
of my images. The way I’m able to
make the gown appear enchanted or
charmed, using water as an agent for
movement, filling up the gown and
making it seem inhabited and in motion.
People also really enjoy the way I’m
able to tailor an image to the mood
and emotion of the special day and
the character of the bride.

I think people are surprised to learn
about my process altogether! It’s not
immediately obvious that the garments
in my images are submerged in water.

For example, I was really pleased
to be able to capture the delicacy
of Susie’s gown (image p46) the
intricate shoulders and the sensual
sweep of the fine, creamy fabric. But
also to capture something of Susie’s
playful elegance and charming, bubbly
character.
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I think this personal element really
rounds out the value of what I’m offering;
an artwork from a critically acclaimed
contemporary artist, featuring your
own treasured gown, that is tailored
to reflect the beauty and magic of your
special day.
What would you love every couple to
know about what you do?
Recently, I’ve had the opportunity
to see my artworks in family homes,
and had a glimpse of what the works
really mean to people in terms of
their ongoing value- the way the
artwork not only keeps the memory
of the wedding alive in the home, but
also enhances memory through the
photo of the dress. and reconnection
with with family and friends.
I’ve loved seeing people laughing and
talking about their wedding day as they
sit around their living rooms in front of
my artwork.

People do understand that there is
some wizardry involved, but not quite
how it’s done. When I explain that my
studio comprises a 1000 litre paddling
pool, lined with black fabric and an
arrangement of scaffolding above, they
are very surprised!
What is one popular question you get
and how do you answer it?
Haha! The question I most often get
is as you might expect...will the water
damage my dress?! Modern gowns are
not damageable by fresh water and
every detail is considered to ensure the
dress is not affected (but!) if I feel in
any way that the dress will be damaged
I do not proceed. Once I have finished
photographing the garment it is lovingly
steamed and returned to it’s former
beauty, packaged safely and returned
to the bride.

Real brides,
real reviews...

“Something that bothered
me about my dress on
the wedding day, and
one of the reasons I had
to have you shoot it, it
looked so stiff and heavy
in the pictures, and I
love movement and
texture. When I saw your
article about how the
dresses ‘bloom’ in the
water I thought maybe she
can make a beautiful image
of my dress with more life
than it really had, and when
I look at that image I’ll
remember (my feelings,
moods, emotions of the
day) instead of the
stiff structure of the
dress..”
- Ashley, North Carolina
(USA), 2018

“What a wonderful way
to enhance memory
through the photo of the
dress. A chance for others
to remember. Rather
than the dress be folded
away this art becomes a
trigger for celebration and
reconnection with family
and friends....”
- Edie Eicas, Adelaide,
South Australia, 2018
“The dresses in your
images appear enchanted
or charmed. The fabric
moves differently
to when they are worn,
floating with an ether even
ghostly beauty. What a
perfect way to immortalise
your wedding gown!”
- Emma Pridmore, Hobart,
Tasmania, 2017
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ALFRESCO CEREMONIES /
COASTAL VIEWS / 20-250 GUESTS /
COCKTAIL OR SIT-DOWN
"All of our guests raved about how
good the food was. Nothing was too
much trouble and Emily the events
coordinator is such a pleasure to deal
with. Would highly recommend Barilla
Bay for your next function or wedding!
Thanks so much for the best day!"
Jenny & Aldrich 19.10.18 (pictured)
1388 Tasman Highway, Cambridge 7170
operations@barillabay.com.au | (03)
6248 5458 | www.barillabay.com.au
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Meet a couple
of Tasmania’s
favourite
celebrants…

Rachael Calvert
I started my life as a Marriage Celebrant after a long and colorful career
working in restaurants and events across the globe. But whether I was
working as a chef behind the scenes, slinging cocktails on the bar, or
managing a room of the most discerning diners, it was the weddings that
really made my heart sing. If your heart yearns for an intimate elopement
for just you and your witnesses, or a huge party with all and sundry, I
will bring energy, laughter and all of the feels to your big day. As a selfconfessed party starter, I will create a ceremony that is relaxed, fun and
full of heart, and that sets the tone for the rest of
the day.
I combine my love of bringing people together with my passion for
celebrating the best of life; love and friendship. And wine… I will always
celebrate wine.
I am an Ambassador for @less_stuff_more_meaning and encourage all
to consider lessening the impact of their wedding on our beautiful Earth.
I am also a proud Tribe Member of @thecelebrantsociety, a professional
association of likeminded, amazing celebrants who are changing the
face of weddings in Australia one fabulous ceremony at a time!
www.rachaelcalvertweddings.com.au
@rachael_calvert_weddings

Cinta Celebrate Love

Helen Stewart

MERREN WILKINSON

Choosing the right celebrant is important. I will work with you to
create a beautiful ceremony, celebrating your special day.

Cinta

Celebrate

Loves

Designing

the

perfect

ceremony.

It’s a creative process and oodles of fun. I love working with couples
bringing to light their unique personalities and the love they share.

Creating a warm and genuine ceremony, filled with love, a sense
of humour and a positive energy. The pursuit of your happiness
will be our joint goal.

Ceremonies that are authentic, heartfelt and naturally flow leave
us with the most powerful memories that last across lifetimes.

I love seeing people in love, no matter what gender or race.
No matter where you are I will come to you, both here or interstate

To help me create your ceremony I use a small tumbled Rose Quartz
stone (known as the stone of love) and leave this with you to keep forever.

“Thank you for conducting our beautiful ceremony for us and for
making everything go so smoothly. From the moment we met I
knew everything would be fine. Thank you also for taking the time
to make William our 3 year old son feel comfortable and get a giggle
out of him. It means so much to me when people understand his
shyness and are able to work through it”. Testimonial from Renee
and Warwick Anderson, 2019, Hadley’s Orient Hotel. Hobart
Tasmania. Just one of the many beautiful people I have married.

@cintacelebratelove.com.au
http://www.cintacelebratelove.com.au

helencelebrant1@gmail.com
Facebook: /Helen Stewart Celebrancy
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TOGETHER,
LET'S CREATE
YOUR PERFECT DAY!
Style my day aren’t just wedding
stylists! We plan, style and
execute weddings that are
seamless, stylish and fun!
With a friend like Style my day to
assist and advise it will make the
journey so much easier!
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Your wedding is just one day,
so relax and have fun with your
partner, friends and family and
leave the hard work to us!

showroom by appointment:
Unit 3/40 Patriarch Drive
Huntingfield, TAS 7055
mob: 0408 255 248
email: info@stylemyday.com.au
web: www.stylemyday.com.au
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Your day needs to be relaxed; stress free + balls out fun!
From soulful stares, epic candid moments + crazy dance battles,
I’ve got you.

Omar Venegas Diaz
hello@bythewilde.com
www.bythewilde.com
@weddingsbythewilde
#bythewilde

DIY FLOWER CLIP
Making your own flower clip is a
simple way to incorporate some
DIY for your wedding, engagement
party, or hens party. Ask your
florist for some offcuts, or pick
your own!

You’ll need:
- A couple of flowers with solid stems (we’ve used sea holly,
pink kangaroo paw, blue gum and xx)
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- A couple of types of foliage to complement your look (try
contrasting shapes and textures, we’ve used spinning gum,
and eucalyptus)
- Hair clip (clear or dark depending on your hair colour)
- Floral glue and floral wire (optional) available from florists
and some craft stores.

Steps:
1. Prepare your flowers and
foliage by trimming stems to 2-3
centimetres. If you are working
with soft stems, reinforce with
floral wire through inserting
through the base of the stem
into the flower head.
2. Time to get creative.
Experiment with different
arrangements just on a table
surface, balancing shapes,
textures, and colours, working
within the width of your comb.
Tip: Layer foliage first, with
smaller flowers on top.

3. When you’re happy with your
design, it’s time to glue! Start
by gluing the back layer first
onto the comb, and finish with
smaller delicate pieces in front,
letting the glue dry between
each addition.
Option: You may like to secure
the stems using floral wire,
winding along the base of the
comb in between the teeth of
the comb.
Tip: These can be made the day
before your wedding, be sure
to keep the finished comb in
a shallow bowl of water in the
fridge, to help them last.

DIY SLEEPING
MASK
These sleep masks will ensure you
and your pals will get enough
beauty sleep before your big day!
A great activity for hens parties,
or gifts for your bridesmaids or
flower girls.

Steps:
1. Draw and cut a pattern on
a piece of baking/tracing
paper, or use the one on the
left as a guide.
2. Use this pattern, cut a
piece of your main fabric and
backing fabric, and wadding.
Then trim 2 cm approximately
from the wadding, so it is
slightly smaller in shape than
your fabric.
3. Cut a length of elastic that
feels comfortable around the
back of your head, from each
of your temples plus 2-3 cm
for overhang (around 15cm
total length).
4. Lay your backing fabric
down face up, followed by
your elastic (allowing a slight
overhang on each side),
followed by your main fabric,
face down. Pin the pieces
together, keeping the elastic

in place. Double check the
right sides are together,
and you haven’t caught
the elastic in your pinning
anywhere else.
5. Using a sewing machine or
by hand, start from the top of
one eye and sew all the way
around the edge of the mask,
finishing 5-7cm before where
you started. Use this gap
to turn the mask inside out
when you are done.
6. Carefully fit your wadding
inside the eyemask, and
make sure it fits neatly into
each corner.
Finish
your
mask
by
handsewing up the gap, and
iron nice and flat.

You’ll need:
- Fabric of your choice (at least 10cm by 25cm)
- Backing fabric of your choice (something comfy for your eyes)
- Soft wadding or felt for inside padding (optional, especially if you’re
using thicker fabric)
- 1 piece of elastic approximately 20cm long
- Sewing cotton to match the colour of your fabric
Other equipment:
- Sewing machine or needle for handsewing
- Sewing scissors
- Pins
- Baking paper to trace your pattern
Options:
Decorate your main fabric with buttons, sequins, beads or ribbon! Do
this before Step 4. Go overboard and add lace trimming, as shown
in the picture (trace the lace in between your two fabrics in step 4,
making sure the lace is facing inwards).
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THE

OF WEDDINGS

CURATORS OF HISTORY & ART
25 Hunter Street, Hobart
events@thehenryjones.com

03 6210 7700
www.thehenryjones.com

Tasmanian Photographer: Jon Gazzignato
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An island off an island
off an island....
South Bruny Island offers an immersive,
uniquely Tasmanian escape, for those
wanting to leave the beaten track well
behind... If your dream destination
wedding involves stunning landscapes,
luxury travel and a side of adventure, it’s
time to add Bruny Island to the itinerary.
words / Harriet Aird
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Location / Bruny Island Coastal Retreats
Photographer / By the Wilde
Makeup Artist / Liv Rooney Make Up Artist
Hair Stylist / Amanda Joy Hair Stylist
Jewellery / exquisite style jewellery
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Sitting off Tasmania’s south-east
coast, Bruny Island combines the
romance and excitement of exploring
a “remote” location, with the ease of
being less than an hour from Hobart.
Even getting to the island is a delight,
especially if you travel on BrunyIsland.
au’s private boat, with a glass of
bubbles in hand.
The experience is just one option
included in the company’s wide range
of wedding and elopement packages.
“Bruny is the ultimate destination for
a wedding,” says operations manager
Ben Kienhuis.
“We’ve got amazing landscapes with
uninterrupted views,” he says. “It’s a
place like no other.”

“We don’t want people to just come
here and leave without getting to know
the island,” says the team’s Sergio
Pizzica.
Sailing past jagged cliffs as they loom
overhead, and pulling up onto a white
sandy beach that stretches across the
coastline – arriving at Cloudy Bay is
certainly an immersive experience.
“We really want people to enjoy it like
we do,” says Ben.
This commitment to authenticity is
tangible in everything BrunyIsland.au
has on offer.
“We want to bring people here so
they can experience the natural
surroundings and enjoy this slice of
paradise for years to come,” Ben says.

Ben isn’t the only one who feels
that way, with each member of the
BrunyIsland.au crew truly passionate
about preserving Bruny’s unique
natural beauty whilst sharing such
environmental splendour with their
guests.
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Property / Cloudy Bay Villa
Styling / Honeyfig
Dress / Yvonne Gown, Luxe, Hobart
Flowers / Beautiful Flowers & Gifts
crown / verdessa_fairy

Property / Cloudy Bay Beach House
Styling / Honeyfig
Dress / Masque Boutique, Hobart
Flowers / Kingbilly Flora
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From intimate elopements to
intimate weddings and with eight
different properties to choose
from, they’ve got something to suit
every taste and budget.

This is where the logistics of
organising a wedding can get
complicated, which is why the
company created its wedding and
elopement packages.

Options include Bruny Island
Lodge, a warm and rustic chalet
nestled amongst 860 acres of
pristine bushland, and the awardwinning Cloudy Bay Beach House,
which offers breathtaking views
from its floor to ceiling windows.

By making the experience as
seamless as possible, they know
their guests will have more time to
sit back and enjoy their time on the
island.

Less than two kilometres away,
the Cloudy Bay Villa offers a
completely different outlook
across Whalebone Point, and it
might just be the greatest view in
Tasmania.
Being less than an hour from
Hobart, calling Bruny “remote” may
be a slight stretch, but as Sergio
says; “it’s an island, off an island,
off an island.

“We’re really striving to meet every
expectation and we’re trying to
foresee what guests want before
they want it,” Ben says.
“Bruny is off the beaten track,
so that’s what makes it special…
We’re on the edge of the world,
some people say.”
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Property / Cloudy Bay Villa
Styling / Artaud & Co
Dress / “Carly Gown” by Made with Love, Confetti Weddings & Events
Flowers / The Floral Crtieria

WILD
ROMANCE
South Bruny Island
Styling & Coordintion / Honeyfig Events
Photography / By the Wilde
Make Up Artist/ Liv Rooney
Hair Stylist / Amanda Joy Hair Stylist
Florals / Whimsy Florist, North Hobart
Bridal Gown / “Fawnlily” By Willowby, from Luxe Hobart
Jumpsuit / Pashduchas, from Wanderlust Trading Co Boutique
Jewellery / Exquisite Style Jewellery, Richmond Tasmania
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CROWN / VERDESSA FAIRY
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REAL
ELOPEMENTS
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Hayley & Scott
The mountain-top lovers...
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78 Photographer / LUSY Productions Weddings
Location / Crater Lake, Cradle Mountain Lake St
Clair National Park, Tasmania

Making our own Traditions
We adhered to very little western society wedding
traditions. We eloped. The hike we did held a lot of
meaning in terms of of what it took to get to that
point in our life, and our vows were self written
and full of love.
A Night Away
We got back to our cabin at dusk and just spent
the night relaxing and being present with one
another, rather than being overwhelmed with
cake cutting, room entering, thanking people we
only distantly knew but felt obliged to invite. We
were able to engulfed ourself in our happiness
as husband and wife without any stress or
exhaustion.
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Laura & Josh

A golden island elopement...
Photographer / Fiona Vail Photography
Location / Satellite Island, Tasmania
Flowers / Swallows nest farm
Dress / Made With Love
Makeup Artist /Sophia Pafitis

Hair / Ben O’brien
Celebrant / Craig Guntrip
Videographer / Grey Man Pictures
Bride’s rings / Nicole Viney Jewellery,
Groom’s ring / Jim Hughes and Sons
Earrings / Francesca
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Deciding to Elope
We wanted to do
something relaxed and
intimate without the
usual fuss and stress of
a big wedding. Most of
my family live interstate
with young children
and it felt selfish to ask
them to travel here,
only to spend rushed
moments together
instead of quality time.
Most Important Thing
No stress, no pressure,
no rush, just us… some
genuinely great friends
and local vendors that
made our day perfect.
The Perfect Location
I stumbled across
an image of satellite
island on Fiona’s
Instagram account
while searching for a
local photographer.
I messaged her the
moment I saw it,
wondering where this
magical place was.

Deciding to elope on
Satellite Island was
easy, it was exactly
what we wanted.
Somewhere remote,
relaxed and unique that
somehow still felt like
home. With a fire by
the waters edge, home
grown veggies and
fresh chook eggs, how
could we say no.
Taking the time
Our advice would
be taking the time in
planning, and working
through things together
like figuring out what
expenses are most
important to you- such
as photography, venue,
or number of people
etc. Then decide how
you’re going to break
the news to family!
Advice
Remember- it’s your
day and the beginning
of your marriage,
make it special and
memorable in your own
way.
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Christy & Nick
Promises made on the
Central Plateau...
Location / Thousand Lakes Lodge
Photographer / Nina Hamilton
Videographer / The Love Lab
Florist & Stylist / Swallows Nest Farm
Catering & Cake / Hubert & Dan

Celebrant / Cinta Celebrate Love (Merren Wilkinson)
Dress & Veil / Nelder Jones
Groom’s Suit / Instichu
Groom’s Shoes / Undandy
Wedding Rings / Larsen Jewellery
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We had snuck out with
Lewa and the Love Lab
team to capture some
golden hour shots. We
were both standing
holding each other on
a rocky outcrop looking
over the water and
the lodge with the sun
setting around us. We
could see our closest
family and friends
enjoying wonderful
food and wine by
the fire and hear the
laughter and love
being shared from a
few days of perfect
family bonding.

It was our first quite
moment together
surrounded by silence
and the most gorgeous
of scenery. It was a
time for us to reflect
on how lucky we were
to have shared in
the most perfect day
surrounded by so much
love and support. It
was the realisation
not only of the life we
had ahead of us but a
sense of overflowing
joy for creating a
special few days that
we will never forget.

The Tasmanian Highlands
We got engaged during an amazing
Tasmanian adventure and being from
Sydney instantly fell in love everything
Tasmania had to offer. The scenery,
the food and of course the wine.
There was no doubt in our mind that
we wanted to have our ceremony
somewhere in this incredible part of
the world.
We knew we didn’t want a big wedding
we wanted to create something
intimate. Something that made the
most of the beautiful wilderness and
What we least expected
Being an outdoor ceremony to make
the most of the surrounds the weather
was always going to be in the back of
our mind. What we didn’t expect with
just how gorgeous it turned out to be!
After stocking up on hand warmers,
blankets and a hip flask full of Tassie
whisky it turned out to be a beautiful
sun soaked afternoon.
Not only was this amazing for us and
our guests but the light made for
the most stunning photography and
videography captured things we could
only dream
off forever.
Planning
Being true to ourselves. We wanted to
create an experience that would bring
our two families together over a few
days so we could all take sometime
to relax and share in some incredible

something we could share with our
family and closest friends. After much
searching we stumbled across the
beautiful Thousand Lakes Lodge and
after a trip there ~10 months before
the big day we fell in love.
As the name suggests we were
surround by lakes and the most
stunning scenery being able to spend
3 days in this remote location it felt
like we were a million miles away from
everything and could focus on the
important things and created some
magical memories.

memories. We wanted our day to have
as much of us in it as we could. From
designing our own invites to making
little weekend welcome gifts we
wanted to create an experience that
showed how important our family and
friends are to us and how much they
have been a part of our journey.
Word of Advice
It is so easy to be overwhelmed when
starting out. Have a clear picture of
what you wanted and don’t let yourself
get carried away. Our best advice
though is choose amazing vendors
to work with. The team of wonderful
people we had around on the day was
something we will always be grateful
for. They helped shape our planning
and made everything so comfortable
and stress free. By the end of our day
it felt like they had become part of our
little family as they all bought so much
love, passion and joy to the day.
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REAL WEDDINGS
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Emma & Chris

An elegant, rustic DIY affair...
Location / Ratho Farm, Bothwell
Photographer / Acoma Photography
Videography by Wild Filter (Nick and Eloise)
Catering / Rhubarb Catering
Bar / Events with Audrey
Dress / Lovers Society gown from The Bridal Atelier,
Bride’s Personalised Jacket / Chosen by One Day Bridal

Bridesmaids / Zimmerman
Groomsmen, Groom and Page Boy /
Bell & Barnett , RM Williams
Entertainment / Bride’s brother
and good mate James Oliver for ceremony
Bride’s Hair / Lehcar Hair
Makeup Artist / Simply Flawless (Make Up By Rosa)
Cake / JM Cakes
Transport / Rotor Lift Helicopters
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Planning
The MOST important thing was keeping the day about US!
Trying to block out all the overwhelming opinions and sea of
advice - keeping the day about US as a couple. We wanted
to create something that was unique to US and people could
walk away and go “yep that was Em and Chris!” - a mix of
country, boho, and modern. Our children (Lucy & Toby) were
a huge part of our day, and being so little we wanted to have
them be celebrated as much as us!
A whole lot of DIY
The beauty of the barn at Ratho was that no one had used
it for a wedding reception before. We constructed the floor
in the barn out of recycled pallets for a good few weekends
leading up to the big day. Blood, sweat, tears and a lot of
family members made the space come together, including all
the lighting and electrical work.
So much of our wedding was DIY from the flowers, signage,
invitations, menus, decorating, and even the screen printing
personalised bridesmaids denim jackets.
Ceremony
We had our ceremony down on the ladies tee in an “outdoor
chapel” that Chris and my Dad built and the kids help paint.
The boys arrived by chopper, including young Toby!
Well catered for
We had Events with Audrey mobile caravan bar for cocktail
hour and Rhubarb Catering fed the bellies. With a beer
vvgarden/bon fire set up, our party didn’t end till 4am! We
had 80 guests and 65 of those stayed the night, ending the
celebration with a big breaky on Sunday.
Word of Advice
Don’t stress about the things that people won’t notice- the
tiny details that consume brides’ thinking process but at
the end of the day you are the only one who notices. Think
beyond these details and focus on the bigger picture, the
more important things to us were making sure our guests
were well catered for meaning we could then relax and enjoy
ourselves.
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Kellie & Tim

The very best of Hobart...

Photographer / Bianca Milani- The Love Jug
Ceremony / Hadley’s Orient Hotel, Hobart
Reception / Peppermint Bay Hotel, Woodbridge
Florist / Janita at Beautiful Flowers and Gifts, Bellerive
Dress / White April Bridal
Band / Gypsy Rose
Makeup Artist / Bonnie Paine & Shanna Rogers
Hair Stylist / Amanda Joy Hair Stylist
Celebrant / Rachael Calvert
Girls’ accommodation / White Cottage, West Hobart
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Swipe Right

Full of Laughs

Ours was a modern day ‘swipe right’
love story, and quite a whirlwind at
that. We were engaged within 12
months of meeting, but we took some
time planning the wedding, saving up
for what we wanted and were married
nearly two years later.

The best thing about our day is we just
laughed the entire day. The speeches
made our hearts swell and our smiles
so wide our faces hurt the next day. We
were surrounded by all of our favourite
people who travelled from all over the
country and it was just the best thing
ever.

Rain, hail or shine
The weather on 24/11/18 was chilly
and rainy, but someone was looking
out for us, as the rain stopped while
we wandered around the beautiful
waterfront having our photos taken
before hopping on the boat down to
Peppermint Bay. The rainy weather
picked up again and produced some
big swell…. so the boat trip down the
Derwent was quite a ride!

Special Day
Our day was made even more special
when we received amazing news
on the Thursday leading up to it. My
husband’s beautiful mum has been
very unwell over the past few years,
battling various forms of cancer. Two
weeks before our wedding, a lump
was detected in a routine scan and
everyone- including her doctors,
feared for the worst. Luckily, the
results came back and everything was
okay- nothing cancerous. Having our
wedding the few days later was just a
double celebration. Tom’s mum is his
best friend, so having her there healthy
and well was the greatest wedding gift
we could have asked for.
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Sam & Brendan
A Battery point Art Deco
inspiration...

Location / The Long Gallery, Salamanca
Photographer / Rosie Hastie
Wedding planner & styling / House of A Event
Management
Videographer / Ashton Howe
Dress / Anna Campbell
Florist (arch, table & signage) / Gay Flowers
Shawl / Bride’s own vintage find
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Florist (bridal party) / Lisa Kingston
Signage & place cards / Letter L Designs
Makeup Artist / Liv Rodgers
Hair Stylist / Amanda Joy Hair Stylist
Entertainment / Night Life Mobile
Music & The Matt and Nate Show
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Planning
The most important thing to us when
planning our wedding was that we had
the time to save for what we wanted.
We also have very little time with
working commitments so having a Coordinator was a life saver for us!
That Dress
When we were first engaged and I was
browsing dresses online I stumbled
across Anna Campbell, and I fell
in love with her designs. From that
moment I had my heart set on an
Anna Campbell gown! I made a couple
of trips to Melbourne to visit their
boutique with my Mum and Grandma
and it was so special, the team were
really helpful and the choice changed
a couple of times before deciding on
the final gown and veil. My Gorgeous
Jacket was a vintage find and it
teamed so perfectly with the theme
and feel of the wedding, I felt like a
1920’s princess!
The Venue
The Long Gallery had been suggested
to us, we had originally thought about
an outdoor wedding. However we
were so thrilled when we visited the
Long Gallery and saw how beautiful
it was, we loved the hardwood floors
and sandstone, it felt so homely. Later
in our journey Amy had suggested
using the Side space Gallery for our
ceremony and The Long Gallery for
our reception which couldn’t have
worked more perfectly. Being in the

centre of Salamanca was also very
special and it is now somewhere we
hold even more special as it holds our
wedding memories.
Taking Time Out
After we had our photos and a walk
through battery point and Salamanca
we went to the Whisky Bar in Woobys
Lane for some time just the two of
us, we got about an hour to ourselves
and we really savoured that romantic
alone time before getting back to
the celebrations with everyone
else. It was so special to touch base
with each other and appreciate the
moment!
Finding a Stylist
We also prioritised some of our budget
to hiring our Co-ordinator Amy (House
of A Event Management), which was
worth every cent. It really took the
worry off us, even if you can have a set
up and pack up co-ordinator it means
you don’t need to be involved in the
pack up the next day!
Word of Advice
I would say not to rush if you have the
option, take your time with things.
Our whole theme completely changed
over the time of planning. Our aim the
whole time was the day was all about
us, and all decisions we made were for
the day to be fun and worry free.
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Colette & Luke
A sunny spring affair...

Venue / Quamby Estate, Hagley
Photographer / Clint and Bethanie Photography
Florals & Styling / Florist International Flowers and Balloonland made
all the bouquets and styled the venue
Dress / Kenneth Winston, from Timeless Elegance
Entertainment / Nathan Broomhall
Makeup Artist / Tanisha Koops
Hair Stylist / Kirby Manion from The Loft Salon
Grooms Outfits / Routleys Launceston
Videography / Ashton Howe
Cake and wedding favours / Scrumptious by Sophie Radin
Signage - Bespoke Message Boards 103
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All about the Love

That Moment

The 17th of November was honestly
the best day we could have ever
imagined. It is a day that I myself have
always dreamed of since I was a little
girl. The love that Luke and I have for
one another is what made our day
the most precious day to date after 6
years together.

Our favourite moment of the day
would have been when we both saw
each other on the day for the first
time. The week of our wedding Luke
and I endured one of the hardest days
of our lives that we did not think would
ever happen and lost something that
was so precious to our next chapter
together. That first moment we saw
each other and during our vows to
each other it made us both realise
how incredibly lucky we are to have
one another.

Spring Wedding
It was a beautiful sunny spring day
at Quamby Estate in Hagley spent
with our closest family and friends.
When planning our wedding the most
important thing was making sure it
was us and what we wanted, simple
but classy. We had always set out for
a classy themed wedding and Quamby
was the perfect location.

Word of Advice
Our advice for other couples would
be to relax and let the day unfold. It’s
those little things that happen that
make your day special. At the end of
the day all that matters is that the
bride and groom are there, the rest is
just truly a bonus. Live in the moment
and enjoy every minute as it goes so
quick!
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Courtney & Michael

A simple party, full of personality...

Venue / Home Hill Winery
Photographer / Sophie Sullivan Photography
Dress / Custom made in Vietnam
Brides Rings / Metal Urges
Grooms Ring / Handmade
Shoes / Bared Shoes
Makeup Artist / Holly Ella Beauty Studio
Bride’s Hair / Rachael of Lehcar Hair
Accommodation/ Maylands Lodge, Hobart
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First Glances
We took our photos beforehand at Michael’s cousin’s boutique hotel Maylands
Lodge. We took our photos first for two reasons, one we wanted to have the
reveal just be a moment shared between the two of us but also to save time
later. We didn’t want to leave our own party that we had been planning for
months for three hours! This also meant we got to relax before the ceremony
and we could have drinks with our bridal party.
The Dress
I got my dress custom made in Vietnam because I wanted something plain
and elegant that wasn’t going to cost and arm and a leg. It turned out to be my
dream dress particularly because it had pockets!
DIY
Michael made his own wedding band from a railway nail from a camp where
his grandfather was a prison of war. He used the nail and turned it into a very
sentimental ring. Michael also designed and helped make my wedding band at
Metal Urges (there are photos of him wielding bits of diamond in).
Michael also made all his groomsmen a handmade wooden tobacco pipe which
they all loved and used on the night to smoke fancy tobacco.
Personal Vows
One of my closest school friends since I have known since prep was our
wedding celebrant which made the ceremony all the more beautiful. We wrote
our own vows and I promised to support Michael with his wild hobbies (bee
keeping, jewellery making, raising quails, home brewing and bushwalking) and
he put Biggie Smalls lyrics in his to honour my love of hip hop.
Fun and Games
Michael is an extreme animal lover and one of his requests was for us to have
access to the alpaca paddock! Unfortunately our furry friends didn’t want to get
too close but we still had a blast trying to pat them.
We got a friend of ours to run a game where we had to answer questions and
raised each respective shoe for answers which added another element of fun to
the day.
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Daneeka & Chris

An olive grove, smoke bombs,
and a grazing feast.

Location / Rochford Hall, Kellevie

Caterer / Quartermasters Hobart

Photographer / Ebony Alyce Photographer

Dress / Bespoke custom gown by
@Glitterisaneutral (Rose Chesterfield)

Celebrant / Chris North
Florist / The Romantics

Makeup artist/ Denica Short
Hair Stylist / Des’ree Alexander @desree.
wethairdressing
Styling & Grazing table / Bride and Groom
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Planning
We were engaged for about 2 years,
so I had plenty of time to think about
what I wanted and didn’t want. The
most important thing for us was to
have something completely unique
that screamed our personalities.
Un-formalities
I definitely didn’t conform to what you
would usually expect from a wedding.
Having a relaxed and fun time was the
most important to us. We kept the
wedding formalities to a minimum and
just enjoyed our day.
Our day was extra special as it was
hand crafted and planned by myself
and my soon to be husband. From
the personalised invites (created by
paperlust), to the catering menu,
feasting table and all of the decor
we collected over 12 months putting
together our handcrafted lawn games
and our very own neon sign.
Favourite Moment
Without a doubt my favourite part
of the entire day was just after the
ceremony, when our caterer started
cooking all of our market style food
and every single one of our guests
were enjoying the afternoon sun and
mingling on the grass, while playing

our oversized Jenga and cornhole.
Closely followed by the moment I
walked down the aisle towards the
one I love.
Vendors
Another thing that was paramount
was to find vendors that we both
felt comfortable with for the Day,
searching for a photographer would
have to be one of the hardest tasks
on your list, we found Ebony at the
Pure Bride Expo and she really made
our day that little bit more extra
special. The same with our Florist
Lani from “The romantics” she totally
understood my style and was more
than happy to do something out of the
ordinary which was the highlight of my
planning.
Word of Advice
What advice would you give to couples
planning a similar day to yours?
My biggest tip for couples getting
married would be to do whatever
you want and to think outside of the
box, gone are the days of a “typical”
wedding, make it yours and have a
good time doing it. I did this by not
having a sit down wedding or canapé
style but having more relaxed street
style food being offered and also a
large feasting table through out the
evening.
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Kate & Mitch
A seafood feast by
the seaside...

Photographer / Bonnie Jenkins
Venue / Family Home Roches Beach, Lauderdale
Custom Designed Dress / Oglia-Loro Couture
Venue Styling & Flowers/ Annie Young & Bride
Catering / The Wild Kitchen, Sarah Glover
Music / Jeremy Matcham
Makeup Artist / Claire Hunt
Videographer / Yamina Gold
Bouques/Boutonnieres /Botanical florist Hobart
Celebrant / Mary Hemming
Cake / Sweet Envy
Lighting / Blackout contractors
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Guest List
We had around 120 guests that we
hold very close to our hearts. The day
was picture perfect and full of nothing
but love & sunshine.
From the Sea
We had all of our food on display for
guests to watch being cooked over
open fire by the most amazing Sarah
glover (The Wild Kitchen). All the
seafood was caught fresh & supplied
by my husband and his closest mates
that included crayfish, abalone, Blue
Eye, Octopus and Calamari. Sarah
and her team had pineapples &
chicken hanging from chains, whole
pumpkins being cooked in hot coals
and the most delicious salads and
potatoes. The Dinner Grazing table
was outstanding. Not to mention the
cheese grazing earlier on in the day
and the deserts were to die for…

Favourite Moment
If I had to choose, my favourite
moment of the day was sitting back
at the bridal table taking in our
surroundings and thinking how lucky
we are to have such beautiful people
in our lives, incredible families that
support and love us so much.
We are so grateful for each & everyone
of them… Also having our Fur babies
Macey the Bullmastiff & Deo the PugX
apart of our Ceremony was a special
moment.
I wanted our wedding to be very
personal and reflect our natural
lifestyle, to share the occasion with
great Tasmanian food and wine, and to
enjoy the celebration with our family
and friends
Word of Advice
Make sure that you have a huge
support team around you & plan well
in advance so that everything runs
smoothly on your special day. As we
always think that we have everything
sorted but the final touches can’t
be done by yourself when you’re the
Bride, trust your team.
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Fran & Alex

A chic, inner-city surprise ...
Photographer / Sophie Sullivan Photography
Reception / Brooke Street Larder
Ceremony / Aloft Restaurant
Dress / Casey Tanswell
Service / Father Brian Nichols
Suits / Roger David
Rings / Bombardieri Jewellers
Makeup Artist / Sophia Pafitis
Hair Stylist / Alice Pyke
Flowers / Abigail Giblin
Entertainment / Tim and Scott
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Surprise!

The Day

After about a month of tossing up
ideas, we decided to tie the knot
at the engagement party. All to the
surprise of the people attending!
The most important thing to us
when planning the wedding was to
not get lost in the hype and pressure
a wedding can bring. To focus on
what is important to us - and that
was celebrating the day with our
closest friends family. That was
probably why we had a lot of non
traditional elements to the day like
spending the night before together,
having our photos done before we
saw any of the guests and getting
married outside the Church with
Father Brian. I recall almost getting
sprung by one of our guests when
we were having our photos taken!
Hobart is a small place!

After the ceremony at Aloft, the
party continued downstairs at
Brooke Street Larder and the night
was full of laughs and celebration.

Dad, the bridesmaids and myself
were hiding out the back and could
hear the gasps and awe’s of the
guests as they realised what was
happening. It gave me goose bumps.

First Glances
If I had to choose my favourite
moment of the day it was definitely
when I saw Alex for the first time
after we were both ready before
the photo. It was unreal. We have
been together for over ten years and
seeing him was like no other time..
It’s amazing how many excitement
nerves you can get even though I
saw him only a few hours earlier .
There were definitely tears.
Word of Advice
Keep it about the important things
to both of you! Whether that be
eloping and celebrating after or a
large wedding with your nearest and
dearest. You don’t want to wake
up the next day wishing you’d done
things differently. If we had our time
again we wouldn’t change a thing! It
was a perfect.
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Ebony & Daniel
A big party of love in
the Huon Valley...
Photographers / Agapè Media House
Venue / Willie Smith Apple Shed, Huonville TAS
Dress / Grace loves lace, with Bride’s mother’s veil
Suits / YD Australia
Transport / Kombi Krew & Oakleys coaches
Celebrant / Jenny Ferguson
Stying / Bride, Groom & family
Bridesmaids’ dresses & accessories/ Shona Joy, Collete
Bride and Groom jewellery / Michael Hill
Florist / Flamboyant flowers 123
Cake / Dees cakes and sweets
Makeup Artist / Sarah Wittison MUA
Hair / Chelsea Howe
Bridesmaid and bride shoes / Spurr
Flower girl attire / Tea Princess
Entertainment / Dave Seabourne

Love, humour and dancing
Our day was exactly how we wanted
it to be, just a big party of love!
The most important thing for us
when planning our special day was
remembering it is a day of celebrating
us and making your big day reflect
on the couple you are. We are just
a typical couple that loves humour,
dancing and love all around; and
that’s what we made our day about.
The First Dance
If I had to choose, my favourite
moment of the day was definitely
our first dance mash up. We had
a week to rehearse it and after a
few bridal ciders to knock off the
nerves we managed to nail it!!! All
we wanted to do was give everyone
a little piece of us to take home and
remember it whenever they reflect
on our special day. It started with a

slow dance to our favourite song ‘you
are the reason’ by Callum Scott and
then ibroke it down with a bit of MJ,
Whitney Houston, MC Hammer and
Backstreet boys! It got our guests
in tears of laughter and dancing the
night away!.
DIY Crazy
Our advice to couples planning a
similar wedding would be to get
into your creative side and attempt
making props and things of your
own. It really does make your day
so much more sentimental and you
can make these things a keepsake of
your day; and you also feel proud on
the day when it all comes together.
`We managed to pull off our mug
shot seating chart which was a funny
photo of each guest that we stuck on
a palette in their tables and it gave the
guests a big laugh.

Gabby & Josh
An intimate barn affair with
award-winning gin...
Ceremony / Shene Estate & Distillery Reception / Coal River Farm
Photographer / Jon Gazzignato
Videographer / Folktale Films
Celebrant / Jessie Poke
Florist / Mrs Florist
Dress Designer / Made with Love, Little White Boutique
DJ / Hum DJs
Stylist (Isle Runner & Welcome Sign) / Style My Day
Makeup Artist / Makeup by Yaz
Hair Stylist / Ben O’Brien
Wedding & Engagement Rings / Claudia Jewellers
Spray Tans / Liv Rodgers
Bridesmaid Dresses / Mixbridal
Suits / Routleys
Dance Floor / Weedings Hire
Lighting Reception / Artaud & Co
Earrings & Bracelet / Francesca
Buses / Barry’s Buses
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Planning
Planning our wedding was both stressful and exciting and one of the
most important things to us was that my dad would be there to celebrate
too, as he had been undergoing treatment for cancer for the last three
years. To celebrate love- not just the love that Josh and I share, but the
love for family and friends- was a major influence on how we made the
choices for our day.
Our day was beyond perfect, we were surrounded by our family and
friends who were all so excited and happy to celebrate the love we share.
Each vendor we chose created more than we could have ever imagined the details were where we placed our energy .
The Ceremony
Our ceremony was completely us - relaxed, intimate and loads of laughs.
It told the story of our love, why we love each other and our bridal party.
Our dear friend wrote a poem especially for our ceremony and delivered
it with such love and respect.
Favourite Moment
If I had to choose, my favourite moment was having photos just the two
of us and with our bridal party. These moments were so special, and our
first few moments as husband and wife were captured so candidly.
The Party
From the second our ceremony ended the party started, with drinks and
award-winning gin served in the breathtaking barn at Shene, then our
guests departed on the bus to get to our amazing reception venue, Coal
River Farm. Our reception continued the celebration and party vibes,
filled with lots of love, food, drinks, lots of good (and bad) dancing and
amazing speeches from some special people in our lives.
Word of Advice
Our advice to couples is to remember what is important to you and why
this celebration is so special- whatever that may mean. For us, it was
the people that had helped us to get to this point in our lives. I think
making choices that reflect your style as a couple are so important to
feel emotionally and physically connected to the day. And appreciate
the photos and videos that capture your experience- it all happens so
quickly!
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Dani & Zane
The very best of the North
West Coast...
Ceremony and Reception / Hellyers Road Distillery, North West
Coast
Photographer / Michelle Dupont Photography
Florist / @thefoxglovefloralco
Makeup Artist / @beauty_by_chelsea_langford C/O @
indulgencebeautywithin
Cakes / Addicted to Bakes
Dress / Karen Willis Holmes “Caitlyn”, fully customised by Rose
from @glitter.is.a.neutral
Hair Stylist / Earth Angel Emma
Entertainment / Mason Waller Music and Entertainment
Accommodation / Table House Farm, Table Cape
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Summer Bliss
Our wedding day really was the best day of our lives! The weather was a perfect
January day and everything flowed just as it should. We spent the day with our
bestie, our one bridesmaid, – because as my florist -become-friend would say ..
“You just don’t need seventeen maids”.
Getting Ready
We sipped on Mumm Rose out of my favourite glasses, while getting ready with
my favourites who just so happened to be my MUA and hairstylist! WINNING!
If you haven’t been to Table Cape on the North West Coast it is a must see!
We stayed the night prior in a quaint little barn on the property built from a
large tree that blew over nearby. We spent the next day being pampered and
prettified totally calm and relaxed in the main residence soaking in picturesque
views of the farmland and ocean, Mumm always in hand of course!
Ceremony
Our ceremony was everything I imagined and more. My hubby Zane built the
most epic hexagonal arch from reclaimed timbers we had been saving for
the perfect project to use, and Emma burst a floral explosion on the finished
product that became a feast to the eye infront of the green hills behind.
The Best Moments
Emotionally and spiritually to be surrounded by every single person you love
while you say your vows from your heart is really, the most magical moment
of all.
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Cat & Luke
An unforgettable East
Coast sunset...
Photographer / Fiona Vail Photography
Location / Piermont Retreats, East Coast Tasmania
Styling / Bek Burrows
Music / Foley Artists
Dress / Savannah Miller Bridal from Bluebell Bridal in Melbourne
Celebrant / Rachael Calvert
Earrings / Christie Nicolaides
Grooms Suit Jacket / Barkers
Rings / Natalie Marie Jewellery - Sydney
Bride’s shoes / Gucci
Hair / Jess Manning
Makeup Artist / Tanisha Koops
Videography / Light Noise Films
Food / Homestead Restaurant @ Piermont.
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Favourite Moment
I couldn’t possibly choose one everything from waking up to the most
amazing sunrise, Luke’s dads speech at
breakfast (the tears started early), our
nephews high-fiving Luke when they
walked down the aisle, the time just
the two of us during our photos, all the
food and drinks and the after party (at a
cottage that kicked on til 3am with the
boys from the Foley Artists on the DJ
decks.)
Trusting your Suppliers
In planning our wedding, the most
important thing was trusting all of our
suppliers and working with great people.
On the day, we had 100% confidence that
everything would be amazing - and it was.
We knew that Bek and her team would
just work together to make it all happen.
Finding people that we connected with
and trusted really paid off - the day was
faultless.

So everything went to plan! I had been
mentally preparing for something to come
unstuck, but it just happened that our
day went so smoothly. We were relaxed
the whole time, even my girlfriends were
surprised at this!
Good Advice
Plan out what you want the day to look
like, then go about organising it before
sharing all the details with your close
friends and family. The best thing we
ever did was choose our venue, guest
list (having a small wedding helped),
suppliers, vibe and dates before chatting
with our family. It gave us time to really
think through how we wanted our most
special day to go.
We booked it all in and then shared the
news with our family and bridal party.
They were so excited to be shown the
details and we were glad we got to make
decisions without the pressure of (wellmeaning) outside opinions.
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Sarah & Bryan
A mountain-top romance...
Church / St Clements Anglican Church
Dress / AtelierTAMI from Etsy
Grooms Outfit / Zara
Rings & Sarah’s necklace / Ecuador
Earrings / Amanda Life
Flowers / Swallows Nest Farm
Catering & Cake / Friends + Franks Cider & MooBrew
Makeup Artist / KazC Mobile makeup artistry
Celebrant / Rev. Peter Adlem (Minister of St Clements)
Yurt hire / Don River Yurt Co.
Wedding Arch / All 4 Divas
Wedding livestream / Signal Audio

One Big Celebration
The first and foremost thing was
that our wedding would celebrate
our God and be in every way a
representation of us, who we are
and what we love. From the small
details to the big, we wanted things
that oozed Bryan and Sarah. The
second was that our friends and
family would be involved in it like
they are involved in our lives. We
loved having a mix of Australian
elements and South American
elements through our flowers,
styling and food.
Shawl
Bryan proposed (by the side of
a Volcanic crater lake!) while we
were on holiday visiting his family
in Ecuador, so when we went to a
local artisanal market I knew this
was the perfect chance to pick up
something for the wedding that
would represent Ecuador and keep
me warm in the Tassie evening.
That was where I found my shawl.
The Dress
I fell in love with the Grace Loves
Lace - Fabienne dress, but it was
proving to hard to track down
second hand. I found a lady on Etsy
who could make one similar, and
with her help, I designed the high
neck top.
Tasmanian Roots
Growing up in Tasmania, I’m
such a fan of it’s natural beauty
and splendour and we wanted
to include that in some way. The

church where we married and had
the reception is the church I’ve
grown up in. I think it’s beautiful, as
well as having lots of meaning and
a big enough space for us to pull
off an outdoor reception, with a
backup if it was going to rain!
Special Songs
For the ceremony we loved having
our friends play and sing worship
songs, and especially two extra
special songs; my late father’s
favourite song - Morning has
Broken, and - Tu Poeta (in Spanish)
as we signed the register.
Cake Cutting
We also cut our Mojito-flavoured
cake (made by a friend) midceremony, because we wanted
everyone to be able to see and
enjoy it. Post-ceremony we had a
table of cakes which friends and
family had made and brought.
Overseas Family
Another amazing detail we
were so excited to have was a
professional live stream of our
wedding ceremony, which meant
that Bryan’s family who couldn’t be
there, could watch it in the moment
from Ecuador.
Good Advice
Don’t be afraid to do things your
way and make a wedding that is
very much ‘you’.
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Chloe & Shaun

Surprise DIY extravaganza...

Location / Molesworth recreation ground
Photography / Tracy Vagg Photography
Celebrant / Lyn Murray
Cakes / Erin Turner
Makeup Artist / Kirsten Reggett
Dress / ASOS
Suit / YD
Food / Clark’s Butchers & Banjos Bakery
Decorating / Bride, family & friends
Flowers / Family garden
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The Planning
We have been together for 10
years, engaged for 7, with three
kids!! I’m probably the worlds best
procrastinator/perfectionist - hence
why after 7 years I had no wedding
plans set in stone yet (apart from a
fabulous Pinterest board!)
The Surpirse
The teaser to get our nearest and
dearest there was to hide it by hosting
our daughters naming day ceremony
at our local recreation hall - we even
hired a jumping castle for the kids!
Inside the recreation hall, I had our
wedding aisle and alter set up! After
the girls officially got their fairy god
parents, I snuck off inside the hall
and got my wedding gown on in the
upstairs area, and Shaun snuck in and
put on his suit.
Cue Music
Music is a big part of our lives,
and we don’t do ‘serious’ well, so
our certificate signing was to Hot
Chocolates - I believe in miracles, and
we left the hall as Husband and Wife to
Slice of Heaven!
DIY Dream
I did a lot of DIY for our day, and put
a lot of thought into the small details.
I used the talented people that are
already in our lives to use their skills
and talents, because I would rather

see money in their pockets, and that
way our whole day was filled and made
with the love we already had in our
lives.
Sentimental Touches
Our day was filled with sentimental
touches, as they are really important to
me. The girls ribbons on their baskets.
The necklace I wore that was worn by
my gran and my great grandmother
on their wedding days. Our favours
were paper & silk fans, which turned
out to be a god send to not just keep
everyone cool, but to keep the wasps
at bay too!
Boho Winging It
If I could think of a describing line to
sum up our day, it would be “boho
winging it”! I hunted for all of decor
from opshops, the tip shop, borrowed
from people, made, and Kmart!!
All of our flowers came from my
wonderful Auntie-in-Law, Julie’s
garden. My bouquet was made from an
artificial bunch, which I added some
real stems from the gum trees around
our house, some proteas from my
mother-in-laws tree, and wrapped it
up in a macrame bouquet wrap I made
from Pinterest.
My dress was from ASOS! I saw it,
loved it, bought it! I know my way
around a sewing machine, so could do
my own alterations.
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Jacinta & Patrick
A stylish barn affair...

Location / Brickendon Estate
Photographer / Cassie Sullivan
Styling & Florals / Ash & Brad Bespoke
Dress / Emmy Mae Bridal
Catering / Taco Taco & Platter Me
Hair / Julia Ralph
Makeup Artist / Olivie Jones & Lucy Baker
Bridesmaids/ Shona Joy
Cake / Sweet Picks
Band / End of Conversation
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Making it About Us
We wanted to ensure that our wedding
was a reflection of both of us and
include what was most important to
us. We also had a catholic priest marry
us, something that was important and
special for both sides of our families.
We really felt that our wedding
included everything we both valued
which made it truly our day.
The Venue
We searched all over the state and
when we visited Brickendon we
instantly knew that it was the venue
for us. It ticked all of our boxes beautiful gardens, the barn with
an outdoor area with fire pits, our
dog Ruby was allowed (our biggest
requirement!) and the owner Louise
was so friendly and accommodating.
Secret Shots
During the reception, our lovely
photographer Cass snuck Patrick & I
away to grab a few more shots as the
sun was going down. During this time,
we were able to stand back and watch
our guests having fun and truly soak
up the fact that it was our wedding

day. All the months spent put into
planning and then the day is over so
quickly, so It was really nice just to
have a quiet moment to take it all in!
Stylist’s Help
If you can, hire a stylist. It was
honestly the best decision we made!
Not only were we wedding planning,
but we had a newborn and were
renovating our house! We wanted to
eliminate some stress and it really
paid off. It meant that we could enjoy
the entire wedding weekend and be
present with our friends and family
without the worries of setting up/
packing down. Especially with a venue
like ours which was a blank canvas
where most things needed to be
bought in.
Vendor Shout out
Ash & Brad Bespoke styled our
ceremony and reception and all of
our florals. They captured our brief
perfectly and we were wowed when
we saw what they had created for us
on our day. They were so professional
and lovely, and we couldn’t
recommend them higher!

Alex & Jacob
Golden winery celebration...
Location / Strathlynn, Rosevears
Photographer / Doxa Visual
Suits / Roger David
Dress / Studio White
Makeup Artist / Deb at Mooie Makeup
Hair / Elizabeth Brooks
Bridesmaid Dresses / Sheike
Flowers / Meka Floral
Event Styling / Adorn Event Styling
Cake / Cocoa & Bloom Cakery
Wedding Favours / Bespoke Patisserie
Bridal Party accommodation / Peppers Silo Hotel

A Day of Laughs

Favourite detail

Our day was full of laughs, even when
Jacob accidentally dropped the ring...
and it very nearly went down a crack
on the deck!

Making the most of our beautiful
surroundings and adding our favourite
flowers to enhance and complement
the venue.

Favourite Moment

We loved our floral wreath. It served as
a perfect backdrop for the ceremony
and also served as a stunning
backdrop for both our photographs
and many guests photographs.

Jacob: Sharing our first dance as
husband and wife. The music wasn’t
very loud, but some helpful family
members more than made up for it
through their own renditions!
Alex: Walking with my father through
our family and friends and then coming
around the corner and finally seeing
Jacob, smiling and crying at the end of
the aisle.
We were also very happy and excited
to see our dogs, Neville and Maisie,
when they popped in to visit and have
a few photographs.

Good Advice
Find inspiration images and put these
together to create a mood board
for your wedding stylist. We highly
recommend getting a wedding stylist
to execute the design as it took a lot of
stress out of the day. We also tried to
add our own personal touches though,
such as handwriting our place cards
and seating chart.
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